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    Error 404 - The page does not exist

    The page you are looking for may not be available for several reasons:


	Incorrectly entered Internet address;
	You have been provided with an incorrect or outdated link;
	The page has been removed from the site or moved to another location.



Check that you have entered the correct web address. If you still cannot reach the page you are looking for, try searching for information on the home page or view the site map.
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                                        Thank you KONVEKA for your professionalism and efficiency at work. You are a reliable business partner with great expertise in your field.

We would like to sincerely thank you for your concern for our partners, to whom you always provide help and support.

On behalf of our customers, we thank you for the quality, efficiency and aesthetics of our products.




 


                                        
                                            Distribution company
                                                                                            Kazakhstan
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Solid company. Fast execution of orders and suitable delivery times to Ukraine.


I recommend visiting their factory! Wide selection of heating and cooling devices.


Quality advice and excellent support for large projects at all stages. In the case of exceptional projects, non-standard solutions are found. Managers does a great job.


My respect for the company and evaluation 5/5.


                                        
                                            Manager at Distribution company
                                                                                            Ukraine
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Our company would like to sincerely thank to Konveka for its quality products and timely production of convectors. Your timely produced and shipped orders have allowed us to run our business smoothly.

We believe in the continued maintenance of the existing friendly relations and further mutually beneficial and fruitful cooperation.


                                        
                                            Distribution company
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        This isn't the first time we've bought and installed Konveka‘s products and we are very pleased. Excellent quality, professional approach and best production terms.


Konveka employees always respond quickly to our inquiries, provide professional technical support and easily find solutions in non-standard situations.


                                        
                                            Procurement Specialist at Installing Company
                                                                                            Latvia
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Konveka as a supplier is one that always give good and fast response. They are very knowledgeable in convectors and their products and when working with them you understand that they have thought of all aspects in their product development. Also when facing projects with special needs, Konveka is very supportive and can bring forward new designs that will fit those needs.


                                        
                                            Managing Director at Distribution company
                                                                                            Sweden
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        We are partners with Konveka since 2017. Since then this manufacturer not only developed many new convector models, but also improved the existing ones. 


We are pleased with the productivity and engineering-creative potential of Konveka specialists. All of their products are certified according to EU standards, which greatly helps us to sell them. 


We can count on quality products, specialists who are always open to dialogue, and a fair pricing policy. We are very happy and comfortable working with a global leader in our industry. 


                                        
                                            Sales Representative
                                                                                            Central Asia
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        We have been working with Konveka for about a year. Thanks to remote trainings, and their visit to Georgia, we were convinced that Konveka convectors are very high quality. While working with such product, we are confident that both parties: installers and the final consumer will be satisfied with the product.


Showing a sample of a convector to a customer, doesn’t take a long time to convince about the quality of the proposed product. The convector speaks for itself. During the demonstration of the sample, both experts in this field and not, notesits functional and visual advantages in comparison with similar products of competitors presented on our market.


It is also very important that Konveka employees are very reliable partners, you can contact them with any technical questions, or when advice is needed. They are always very quick with competent answers, advice and solutions.


At last, a very important factor is the competitive price. We are sure that the price that Konveka offers us is always adequate and competitive. And if there is some kind of reference project or we need a price from our partner for a tender or to fight competitors, then we know that even here we will not be left alone on the battlefield and Konveka will try to do everything for a specific project to support us. And we really appreciate it!


On the whole, we are very glad that we have such a partner. 


                                        
                                            CEO at Distribution company
                                                                                            Georgia
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Pleasure to work with you. 


Proposals submitted promptly, optimal option is always found. Problems and issues are resolved in a timely manner.


We are positive with continuing our smooth cooperation. 


                                        
                                            Deputy Director at construction company
                                                                                            Lithuania
                                                                                    

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        We have chosen “Konveka” convectors as the main heating devices in three class A office buildings. The heating system installation works were performed in these buildings and we are satisfied with the choice because the manufacturer not only delivered the ordered heating devices in time but also complied with all special requirements stated by the builder: the colour of the convectors was matched to the colour of the building facade elements and special connecting pipe coverings were supplied. During two years of usage of the building we had no complaints about “Konveka” convectors.


                                        
                                            CEO at Installing Company
                                                                                            Lithuania
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